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Aplos The Village

Handcrafted, Australian
designed and made furniture
for residential.

Our Story 
The passion that guides us in our work is 
based over 20 years of award winning  
authentic design and local production.

The Aplos ethos places people at its centre. 
We design with, understand, and adapt in 
response to the world around us and how 
it influences our everyday lives and inter-
actions. We design products with a distinct 
visual identity, as well as warmth, personali-
ty, and emotional resonance.

Our History
Helen Kontouris, our Art Director, created 
Aplos in 2019 after more than 20 years in 
the design industry, collaborating with the 
world’s most prestigious galleries, collectors, 
and brands.

Australian Made
Our collections are all developed and craft-
ed in Australia. We are proud of our artisans 
and team of makers, and we place a premi-
um on authenticity.

Approach
The Aplos history is steeped in our ability 
to reflect contemporary culture and our 
ability to respond in synchronicity to the 
ever-changing cultural shifts and require-
ments. We create contemporary furniture 
and products that are visually distinctive 
and recognised by their exceptional quality. 
As a result, a harmonious blend of imagina-
tion, innovation, and manufacturing excel-
lence has been achieved.

Studio
With The Village, we collaborated closely 
with James Richardson Furniture in re-
sponse to an exploratory discourse to create 
a unique, engaging, and thoughtfully con-
sidered residential furniture collection. Un-
derpinned by extensive research to amplify 
and explore movement whilst balancing 
elevated comfort, versatility and luxury.



 Beauty in simplicity
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Aplos The Village



The Village encapsulates an elegant  
furniture collection exploring 
authentic timeless luxury, 
creating comfortable and versatile 
interior spaces.

A sophisticated furniture collection explor-
ing authentic timeless luxury, together with 
supportive environments for people. To cre-
ate functional, comfortable and versatile in-
terior spaces. 

The Village as the namesake suggests, cele-
brates a family of lounges for residential en-
vironments. 

The collection emphasises sumptuous com-
fort and quality enhanced by textural detail-
ing and contours. 
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Aplos The Village



The Village offers you the ability to create unique  
environments to relax, connect, and rejuvenate.
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Aplos The Village



Each detail in the The Village collection 
exemplifies the intricately upholstered and 
stitched seams, together with sewed piping 
elements, which enhance the exceptional 
attention taken to hand make each product.
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Luxurious foam densities balanced with  
a sophisticated blend of unique detailing  
are at the essence of the The Village collection.
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Aplos The Village



The Village,  
designed to balance a strong visual 
identity with comfort and sophistication. 
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Aplos The Village



Rest 

Relax 

Rejuvenate
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Aplos The Village



EXAMPLE # 4

With originality, variety, and quality, The Village 

creates a visual interaction between informal 

lounge settings.

VLG-60-O

EXAMPLE # 5

Combine the The Village coffee tables together 

with the ottoman elements to create informal living 

spaces.

VLG-60-O

VLG-R1S-O

EXAMPLE # 6

More linear corner lounge elements when 

combined together with the The Village angled 

lounges create engaging interactive interior spaces.

VLG-R1S-B-L

RPL-415-R

VLG-60O

VLG-R1S-B-R

EXAMPLE # 1

All lounge seating models can be combined 

together to create small seating arrangements to suit 

the ever evolving needs of interior space.

VLG-3S

VLG-R3S-O

VLG-R2S-O

EXAMPLE # 3

The Village expresses a visual dialogue between 

informal lounge settings with innovation, variety, 

and quality.

VLG-R1S-O

EXAMPLE # 2

Different seating options are provided by larger 

configurations, switching backrests, and seat 

orientation in larger open plan environments.

VLG-R1S-B-L

RPL-450-OB

RPL-365-R

RPL-365-R
VLG-R3S-C
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Aplos The Village

The Village offers you the ability to create flexible seating environments 
to connect, rejuvenate, and relax.

Configuration Examples
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Aplos The Village

EXAMPLE # 9

Corner lounges mixed with 60-degree seating 

elements combine to create flexibility in compact 

interior spaces.

VLG-R1S-B-L

VLG-60IN

With the versatility of the The Village range of ottomans, lounge ele-
ments, and sofas, you can effortlessly meet the diverse needs of any in-
terior space. 

EXAMPLE # 10

Compact, casual, and comfortable seating 

arrangements are brought together with ottoman 

and lounge elements.

VLG-R2S-C

RPL-415-R

VLG-R1S-O

EXAMPLE # 12

Informal lounge settings are easily brought together 

with our The Village sofa and armchairs.

VLG-2S

RPL-415-R

RPL-450-R

VLG-1S

EXAMPLE # 11

When coupled with the The Village lounges, 

more linear ottoman elements create warm and 

interactive interior spaces.

VLG-R2S-C

VLG-R2S-O

EXAMPLE # 7

Combine the The Village tables with ottomans and 

sofa elements to create informal living spaces.

VLG-R1S-B-R

RPL-660-OB

EXAMPLE # 8

Engaging seating arrangements are formed by 

combining rectangular lounges and ottomans with 

angular settings.

VLG-60IN

VLG-R2S-O

VLG-R1S-B-L

VGL-R3S-B3-L

RPL-450-R

RPL-415-R

VLG-R2S-O

RPL-415-R
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Aplos The Village

Effortlessly achieve the diverse needs of residential interior spaces with 
the versatility of the The Village range of ottomans, lounge pieces, and 
sofas.

EXAMPLE # 16

A combination of inward facing ottomans mixed 

together with more linear ottomans provide the 

perfect balance for casual spaces.

EXAMPLE # 17

To create softly curved sitting arrangements, angled 

lounge models are blended with simple linear 

forms.

VLG-60IN

VLG-R2S-O

EXAMPLE # 13

A diverse selection of lounge seating models can 

be combined to create contemporary arrangement 

to reflect the ever-changing creativity standards of 

interior space.

EXAMPLE # 15

Smaller linear ottomans paired with inward facing 

angled ottomans provide casual inviting settings to 

relax.

VLG-R1S-O

VLG-60-O

EXAMPLE # 14

To meet the ever-changing needs of interior spaces, 

all lounge seating models can be combined to 

create various seating arrangements.

Connect, Relax, Rejuvenate

VLG-R3S-C

VLG-R2S-O

RPL-415-R

VLG-3S

RPL-415-R

RPL-450-R

VLG-1S

VLG-R2S-O

VLG-60-O

RPL-415-R
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Aplos The Village

EXAMPLE # 18

Incorporating more linear ottoman pieces, as well as 

arm chairs and sofas, creates a sociable athmosphere.

EXAMPLE # 19

To complement the ever-changing needs of interior 

spaces, all lounge seating styles can be combined to 

create smaller seating arrangements.
VLG-R2S-B2-L

RPL-660-OB

EXAMPLE # 21

The synthesis of simplicity and elegance start with 

a few simple lounge elements grouped together to 

create engaging interior spaces.

VLG-R3S-B2-L

EXAMPLE # 22

Grouped together yet individual, our single arm 

chairs express a visual dialogue when combined 

with sumptuous sofas.

EXAMPLE # 23

A balance of inward facing lounges and more 

linear lounge elements create the ideal balance for 

relaxed areas.

VLG-R3S-A2-L

EXAMPLE # 20

A combination of lounge items brought together to 

create captivating interior spaces start the synthesis 

of simplicity and elegance.

VLG-R2S-O
VLG-3S

VLG-3S

RPL-415-R

RPL-450-R

VLG-1S

VLG-1S

VLG-R3S-O

RPL-415-R

RPL-450-R

RPL-415-R

RPL-415-R

RPL-450-R

RPL-450-R

VLG-2S

VLG-60IN

RPL-450-R

RPL-415-R
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Aplos The Village

EXAMPLE # 26

L-shaped sofa arrangements are effortlessly achieved 

with the cohesive selection of lounge elements 

designed to facilitate creative interior spaces 

seamlessly.

VLG-R3S-B3-L

EXAMPLE # 25

Linear ottomans placed side-by-side form larger and 

more versatile seating options.
VLG-R2S-O

EXAMPLE # 24

The synthesis of simplicity and elegance begins 

with a variety of lounge elements brought together 

to create stunning interior settings.

VLG-R2S-B1-R VLG-R3S-A1-M

RPL-415-R

EXAMPLE # 27

Our lounge elements combine creativity and 

variety in a completely seamless manner to create 

interesting interior environments.

VLG-R3S-E1

RPL-415-R

VLG-R3S-B3-L

EXAMPLE # 28

When coupled with opulent sofas, our single 

arm chairs create a visual interaction that is both 

grouped and individual.

VLG-2S
VLG-3S

EXAMPLE # 29

A delicate blend of inward facing angled forms, 

where geometry takes on the qualities of lightness 

and comfort.

VLG-60IN

RPL-415-R

RPL-450-R

VLG-R3S-A2-L

RPL-415-R

RPL-450-R
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Aplos The Village

EXAMPLE # 33

To reflect the ever-changing needs of interior 

spaces, an incredible assortment of lounge chair 

models can be combined to form compact seating 

arrangements.

VLG-3S VLG-2S

VLG-R2S-O

RPL-660-R

EXAMPLE # 34

More linear 2 seater lounge element create 

a compact, casual, and comfortable seating 

combination.
VLG-R2S-B2-L

Sophisticated, Comfortable, Timeless

EXAMPLE # 30

With a comprehensive collection of lounge elements 

intended to create sublime interior spaces, L-shaped 

sofa configurations are effortless to create.

VLG-CNR

VLG-R2S-B2-R

VLG-R2S-B2-L

RPL-365-R

EXAMPLE # 32

A range of lounge pieces are brought together 

to create attractive interior settings, resulting in a 

synthesis of simplicity and elegance.

VLG-R3S-C

EXAMPLE # 31

To create intriguing interior surroundings, our 

lounge elements blend innovation and variety in a 

seamless manner.

RPL-450-OB

RPL-415-R

VLG-60IN

VLG-R2S-A1-L

VLG-R2S-A1-R

RPL-415-R

VLG-R3S-B1-L
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Aplos The Village

EXAMPLE # 36

Our lounge elements seamlessly mix innovation 

and variety to create unique interior environments.

VLG-60IN

VLG-R2S-O

RPL-415-R

EXAMPLE # 35

Create informal and intriguing lounge settings with 

seating elements that blend innovation, variety, and 

quality.

VLG-R3S-B3-R

VLG-R3S-B2-R

EXAMPLE # 37

More linear lounge elements when combined 

together with the The Village Sofa and armchairs 

create engaging interactive interior spaces.

VLG-R3S-A3

VLG-3S

EXAMPLE # 38

Combine a wide range of lounge seating models to 

create modern arrangements that reflect the ever-

changing creativity standards of interior spaces.

VLG-60IN

EXAMPLE # 40

To create informal living spaces, combine the 

The Village side tables with ottoman and lounge 

elements.

VLG-R2S-B2-L

EXAMPLE # 39

Angled lounge models combined with simple 

linear forms to create gently curved seating 

arrangements.

VLG-R2S-B2-L

VLG-R2S-B2-R

VLG-60IN

VLG-R3S-C

VLG-R1S-ORPL-450-OB

VLG-1S

VLG-R2S-O
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Aplos The Village

EXAMPLE # 41

Classic linear formations where breaks in backrests 

provide seating on either side of the seating.

VLG-R1S-B-L

EXAMPLE # 42

Compelling corner seating configurations are 

created easily with our 3-seater The Village lounges.

VLG-R3S-B3-R

EXAMPLE # 43

Orientate the seating options to opposite sides by 

switching backrests and seats in larger open plan 

environments to create more private meeting, 

working, or dining environments. VLG-R2S-B2-R

VLG-R3S-B2-R

VLG-R3S-B2-R

EXAMPLE # 44

More linear lounge pieces, when combined with 

the The Village angled elements, create inviting and 

interactive interior environments.

VLG-R3S-A2-L

VLG-60IN

VLG-60O

EXAMPLE # 46

Corner seating configurations are easily put together 

in a casual environment with our 2-seater and 

3-seater The Village lounges.

VLG-R2S-B2-L

VLG-R2S-B2-R

VLG-R3S-B3-L

EXAMPLE # 45

With seating elements that combine innovation, 

variety, and quality, create casual and intriguing 

lounge settings.

VLG-R3S-B1-L

VLG-R3S-A2-R

VLG-R1S-O

VLG-60IN
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VLG-R1S-O 

750L x 555W x 470H

VLG-60-O

1473L x 881W x 470H

VLG-R2S-O

1500L x 555W x 470H

VLG-R3S-O

2250L x 555W x 470H

VLG-R1S-A

750L x 590W x 905H

VLG-R3S-A1-L/R

2250L x 590W x 905H

VLG-R2S-A1-L/R

1500L x 590W x 905H

VLG-R2S-A2

1500L x 590W x 905H

VLG-R3S-A1-M

2250L x 590W x 905H

VLG-R3S-A2-L/R

2250L x 590W x 905H

VLG-R3S-A3

2250L x 590W x 905H

VLG-R3S-B1-L/R

2285L x 590W x 905H

VLG-R3S-B2-L/R

2285L x 590W x 905H

VLG-R3S-B3-L/R

2285L x 590W x 905H

VLG-R1S-B-L/R

785L x 590W x 905H

VLG-R2S-B1-L/R

1535L x 590W x 905H

VLG-R2S-B2-L/R

1535L x 590W x 905H

VLG-CNR

590L x 590W x 905H

Individual or additional lounge elements come together to create  
layered and flexible seating settings.

Specifications

Ottoman

With Backrest - C Type

With Backrest - A Type

With Backrest - B Type

VLG-R1S-C

820L x 590W x 905H

VLG-R2S-C

1570L x 590W x 905H
VLG-R3S-C

2320L x 590W x 905H

L/R refers to Left or Right accessories position. All L/R examples shown in this catalogue refer to a left facing scenario.

For projects requiring custom dimensions, please contact us. Note: All dimensions are in millimetres.
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Aplos The Village

Accessories

Ripple

Specifications

With Backrest - Angled

Armchairs / Sofas

VLG-60EX

1473L x 921W x 905H

VLG-60IN

1542L x 905W x 905H

VLG-1S

865L x 640W x 885H

VLG-2S

1565L x 640W x 885H

VLG-3S

2265L x 640W x 885H

With Backrest - E Type

VLG-R1S-E1

785L x 555W x 905H

VLG-R2S-E2

1570L x 555W x 905H

VLG-R1S-E2

820L x 555W x 905H
VLG-R2S-E1

1535L x 555W x 905H

VLG-R3S-E1

2285L x 555W x 905H

VLG-R3S-E2

2320L x 555W x 905H

RPL-365-R 

W 695 x D 695 x H 365

RPL-660-OB

W 300 x D 410 x H 660

RPL-415-R

W 695 x D 695 x H 415

RPL-450-R

W 410 x D 410 x H 450

RPL-450-OB

W 310 x D 410 x H 450

RPL-660-R

W 410 x D 410 x H 635
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Upholstery Custom Finishes

Materials

Textiles
Highly flexible textile options are available in an extensive 

selection of colour palettes and textures.

Leather
A comprehensive range of Analine, Semi-Aniline, Embossed, 

and Nubuck leathers are available to be selected for our seating 

system.

Two-Tone
Our collection may be upholstered in two-tone textiles or two-

tone leather or as a combination of textiles and leather.

Please contact us to discuss any custom finishes and options that 

may differ from our catalogue offering.

We crafted each of The Village collections with high-quality MDF 

and hardwood internal frames, combined with the strength of 

steel frames, the comfort of varying densities of high-quality 

foam and finished with warmth and tactility of your selection of 

beautiful textiles or leather.

Textiles

Custom Colour

Leather

Custom Colour

Note: All digital colours displayed should be used as a guide only.

Always confirm with our office or check our colour samples to ensure colour correctness.

Technical Information - Seating

Timber Finishes

Solid 

Tasmanian Oak

Natural

Solid 

Tasmanian Oak

Black

Metal Leg Finishes

Black

(Matt Textured)

Suede

(Matt Textured)

Red Clay

(Matt)

Powder Coat

Custom Colour

White

(Matt Textured)

Aplos reserves the right to make technological and visual modifications to its models at any time without 

notification, including changes to dimensions and materials without notice.  Therefore, the photographs, technical 

drawings and renderings details do not define the details of the product.The dimensions displayed are indicative 

and are subject to change. The proportions & dimensions of the cushioned components, in particular, are sensitive to 

usage tolerances over time.
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